A     LONDON     YEAR
dawn come slowly.   But Kew Gardens in Bluebell
Time. . . .
You may travel the world, spend a fortune hunting
beauty, but I do not think the earth will give you a
lovelier sight than the Bluebell Walk in the freshness
of morning. It is Bluebell Sunday, the papers remind
you ; and so, with a Sabbath hush over the streets
of London, you take the Underground to Kew and
pass in to a paradise of smooth lawns and fresh
green trees. What peace ! The air is full of small
winged noises, the bushes are alive with sudden rust-
lings. Through the sunlit morning, like a pattern in
gold brocade, runs a constant trickle of bird song
from tree to tree, song and reply, thrush to thrush,
blackbird to blackbird. . . .
Happiness is in the air ; the warm contentment
of natural living things. A thrush, like a little frog,
tugs a worm from the grass; on a still lake a swan
moves, a silver line lengthening behind her as she
swims; a small red-billed bird seems to propel
itself through the water with much nodding of an
ebony head ; two yellow butterflies flicker above
a flower.
Perhaps you have noticed that a certain eighteenth-
century formality-lingers on at Kew ; small temples,
little walled nooks where satyrs smile in grey stone,
so that, turning a corner, you half expect to see a
pair of sophisticated eyes over a flirted fan and a
gallant with blood-red heels to his buckled shoes
singing a ancient, but never unfashionable, song.
Over long grass, through a dell, up a slight incline
starred with daisies. On a seat two people sit hold-
ing hands and watching a grey squirrel make sudden
scurryings in a tree as it observes them with its boot-
button eyes. She has flaming bobbed hair and the
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